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Expansion to other levels of description
Exploration of relevance to written language by other English learner groups
Software improvement, e.g. incorporation of a retrieval engine and enhancement of tag insertion
Appraisal of user friendliness and application to research
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NOCE (NOn-native Corpus of English)
Peninsular Spanish 1st yr. university students of English
Argumentative, narrative and descriptive text

Corpus-driven: the categories of annotation are 
inferred from actual errors found in the corpus

Hierarchical and logical: the categories are 
systematically arranged from general to 
specific within each level for easy accessibility 
and retrieval

Multi-level: the taxonomy is based on mainstream 
linguistic descriptions and is both detailed and 
comprehensive for wide research scope
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Of adjustable granularity: the editor allows to 
annotate as much or little detail as desired so 
as to suit a variety of research needs

Abstract

This paper reports on the construction of an error tagger called EARS, based on a 
multi-level, fine-grained taxonomy of errors from a corpus of Spanish students of 
English. No interlanguage exploitation of the material has been attempted at as yet. So 
far, the main objective has been to provide a narrow L1 specific tagging system for 
coverage of areas which generic tagging systems may fall short to describe. It builds 
up from a PhD dissertation (Díaz Negrillo, 2007), and is currently in progress funded by 
two Spanish research projects (HUM2007-60107/FILO and P07HUM-03028). 

<SP.GR.SN.VW.GL.MS> Inglish </SP.GR.SN.VW.GL.MS>. Today, it is very important to 
know a foreign language for several reasons. One of <WG.PO.DM.NB.SG.ER.MS> this
</WG.PO.DM.NB.SG.ER.MS> reasons is economic. People who speak another language 
have more <SP.GR.SN.CN.GL.OM> oportunities </SP.GR.SN.CN.GL.OM> to be
<WG.VR.NF.EF.IT.MS> choiced </WG.VR.NF.EF.IT.MS> for a job […]

1. EARS

2. Ways forward

3. References

IT internal
MS misselection
NB number
NF non-finite
OM omission
PO pronoun

KEY                                     

Common annotation features
Shades for level SPELLING
Shades for level WORD GRAMMAR

SG singular
SN single
SP spelling
VR verb
VW vowel
WG word grammar

CN  consonant
GR grapheme
EF  ed2 form
ER  external
GL  general lettering
GR grapheme
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